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Sections of research article
The text is usually divided into sections with the headings: Introduction, Materials and Methods,
Results, and Discussion/Comments. The article should not be more than 3,500 words, with
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ENB style
•
•
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Spelling: Use British spelling, e.g. immunisation, characterisation.
Dates: Use the format ’12 November 2015’.
Numerals: Spell out figures one to ten, and use numerals for figures over 10 in the text.
Separate thousands and millions by commas, e.g. 3,000,000.
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Tables
Submit tables as editable text and not as images. Place tables either next to the relevant text in the
article, or on separate page(s) at the end. Number tables consecutively in the order of their citation
in the text and provide a brief title for each table. Place relevant notes below the table body. Avoid
using vertical rules.

Figures
Number the figures consecutively in the order of their citation in the text and provide a brief title for
each figure. Submit the source files of all figures separately regardless of whether or not they are
embedded in the text. Ensure the figures are of appropriate resolution. Use the same font
consistently in the figures.
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